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5. The Mine Action Planning Units were established by the Cambodian Mine Action Centre (CMAC) and the Cambodian Mine Action and Victim Assistance Authority (CMAVA) in 2001; for the first time, victims were included in the planning process and shared their views on the actions that needed to be taken to improve the living conditions of their community and to provide them with the necessary assistance in their rehabilitation and reintegration.

6. The Paris Agreement on Cluster Munitions, which entered into force on 1 March 2010, prohibits all types of cluster munitions. The Paris Agreement includes regulations on all stages of the life cycle of cluster munitions, including the use of them prior to an armed conflict. The Agreement also prohibits the production, acquisition, transfer, possession, and use of any cluster munitions that have a submunition with a mass of less than 0.5 kg.

7. The Geneva Protocol Act (2003) legally binds all participating countries to bring the Protocol into effect and ensure that it is strictly observed. In addition, it is also a legal instrument for the implementation of the Ottawa Convention and other international and national laws.
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9. The Geneva Protocol Act (2003) legally binds all participating countries to bring the Protocol into effect and ensure that it is strictly observed. In addition, it is also a legal instrument for the implementation of the Ottawa Convention and other international and national laws.
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Article 5: Extension Request Process: Guidelines


3. “Further Information for this Article was received via e-mail correspondence with Carlos Orozco.”


5. A copy of the book can be obtained by e-mailing landmine@umd.edu. Accessed 8 February 2008.

6. “Ottawa Convention, Ottawa, Canada, 3 December 1997, commonly known as the Ottawa


1.

**Editor's Note:** Some organizations consider mines and ERW to be two separate entities, since they are regulated by different legal documents (the former by the Ottawa Convention and Amended Protocol II of the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons, the latter by CCW Protocol V). However, since mines are explosive devices that have similar effects to other ERW and it is often impossible to separate the two during clearance operations, some in the community have adopted a "working definition" (as opposed to a legal one) of ERW in which it is a blanket term that includes mines, UXO, abandoned explosive ordnance and other explosive devices.
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12. For more information on these munitions, see the Mine Action Information Center's "Munitions Reference." Available at http://tinyurl.com/5bwez2, Accessed 19 December 2008.
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Mixing It Up: Rotary Mine Comb, Wanner [from page 106]
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2. For more information on each of these munitions, see the Mine Action Information Center's "Munitions Reference." Available at http://tinyurl.com/5bwez2, Accessed 19 December 2008.